
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
#34734253 Bright Embroidery Floss, 40 pc. (*1-5 pk) 
#37600017 Pastels Hemp Cord, 40 yards (*3-4 pk) 
#34770288 Metal Bicycle Accent (1 pk) 
#40000714 Plastic 7-Count Canvas (1 sheet) 
#34718001 Antique Gold Aluminum Small Cable Chain, 100 inches (1 pk) 
#34712156 Gold 6mm Open Jump Rings, 200 pc. (1 pk) 
#34774115 Collapsible Needles, 10 pc. (1 pk) 
#65024001 Needle Threaders, 3 pc. (1 pk, optional but helpful) 
 
*Choose either floss or hemp cord.  Number of packs needed will depend on the 
size bag you want to make and if you will work with one specific color or multiple 
colors to make your necklace bag.  Each 40 pc. pk of floss contains one skein of 
each color and each pk of pastel hemp contains approximately 13.33 yds., each, 
of 3 different colors of hemp cord. 
 
Tools Needed 
Plastic Mesh Needle or Darning Needle (eye should easily fit through holes in 
canvas) 
Scissors 
Ruler 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Wire Cutters 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: (See stitch illustrations and plastic canvas tips.) 
1. Determine the finished size of necklace bag you wish to make.  (When 
cutting plastic canvas, make sure the edges are solid bars of plastic.) Cut two 
pieces of plastic canvas for the front and back panels of the bag.  Determine the 
desired depth of the bag you wish to make.  Cut two matching pieces of plastic 
canvas for the side panels so the length matches the front and back panels.  Cut 
two matching pieces of plastic canvas for the top and bottom panels so the 
length matches the width of your front and back panels.  Lastly, determine what 
length flap you want on your bag and cut a piece of plastic panel to that length 
and so the width matches the width of the front and back panels. 
2. Choose color(s) of floss or hemp cord.  Using a needle threader to thread 
an arms-length of floss or hemp cord onto your plastic canvas or darning needle. 



3. Starting in the left top corner of the front or back panel of plastic canvas, 
start stitching the floss or cord onto the canvas in a cross-stitch pattern.  
4. Continue the cross-stitch pattern, working back and forth across the 
width of the plastic canvas, connecting with the bottom holes of the cross-
stitches above, and making sure the top cross-overs cords are going in the same 
direction on all stitches.  This will be the back panel. Set aside. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 one more time.  This will be the front panel.  This 
time, whip stitch across the width of the top edge of one of the completed cross-
stitched panel.  Center the bicycle accent in the bottom middle of that piece of 
plastic canvas.  Use a collapsible needle, and floss or hemp, to sew the loops of 
the bicycle accent onto the top side of the stitched panel, hiding the floss tails on 
the bottom side of the canvas.  Set aside. 
6. Continue by cross-stitching the two sides, the top, the bottom and the 
flap panels of plastic canvas.  
7. Use the overcast stitch to finish off the top edge of the front panel. 
8. Use the overcast stitch to finish off the two sides and bottom edges of 
the flap panel. 
9. Use the overcast stitch to finish off the top edge of the two side panels. 
10. Placing right sides together, use the whipstitch to join one edge of each 
side panel to each side of the front panel. 
11. Use the whipstitch to join the other sides of each side panels to each 
edge of the back panel of canvas. 
12. Use the whipstitch to connect the edges of the bottom panel to the 
bottom edges of front, back and side panels. 
13. Placing right sides together, use the whipstitch to join the unfinished 
edge of the top panel to the unfinished top edge of the back panel. 
14. Placing right sides together, use the whipstitch to join the other 
unfinished edge of the top panel to the unfinished edge of the flap panel.  
15. Use the whip stitch to finish off, and connect, any remaining unconnected 
edges of plastic canvas. 
16. Cut chain to desired length so it fits over the head.  Use 6mm jump rings 
to attach each end of chain to the back (or second from the back) holes on the 
top edge of the side panels of the plastic canvas bag.   
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Advanced Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  Good Day or Weekend Project 
 
 
STITCH ILLUSTRATIONS & PLASTIC CANVAS TIPS 
PLASTIC CANVAS: 
Is made up of a series of holes and bars cut into a plastic sheet.  Type/size is referred to 
by how many holes, per inch, are cut into the plastic:  such as 12-hole, 10-hole, 7-hole, 
etc. 



 
STITCH ILLUSTRATIONS: 

 

 



 
 
 
TIPS: 
Threading needle:  the needle threaders are very helpful in loading floss or cord 
onto your needle.  Needle threaders can break when trying to tug floss or hemp 
through the eye of the needle.  Needle nose pliers can be helpful.  Put the wire 
loop of the needle threader through the eye of the needle then pass the end of 
floss or cord through that loop.  On the other side of the eye of the needle, press 
the need nose pliers around the little wires on the needle threader. Use the 
needle nose pliers to pull the floss or cord through the eye of the needle.  
 
 
When floss or hemp cord gets short:   bring the needle through stitches on the 
bottom side of the plastic canvas, hiding the tail in the stitches.   
 
Ending floss or hemp cord:  Run the needle with the tail of remaining floss 
through the back side of some of your previous stitches so the tail is hidden 
behind the stitches.  Trim any remaining tail. 
 
Adding floss or hemp cord:  Leave a starting tail before you start new stitches.  
Capture the starting tail so it is hidden behind your first several stitches.  Trim 
any remaining tail. 
 
SKILL LEVEL:  Advanced Beginner 
 
APPROXIMATE TIME:  Good Weekend Project 
  


